
eWLC 9800 Local WebAuth with Custom Pages 
using the WebAuth Bundle 

Download the Wireless Lan Controller Web Authentication Bundle - 16.10.1 
(WLC_WEBAUTH_BUNDLE_1.0.zip) from Cisco.com: 
https://software.cisco.com/download/home/286316412/type/282791507/release/16.10.1 
(it is the same for all 9800) in my tests, I used the file that I downloaded from the 9800-40 and used it for 
9800-L and virtual 9800-CL 
Now, unzip that folder. 
if you want to change everything, open each html file and edit them as you want, and you can upload the 
logo also, the file names are not important, you can call them anything you want. 
After that, delete the login.tar file because we’re going to generate a new one. 
Select all the files and right mouse click and select 7-Zip (assuming you have the free 7-Zip program 
installed) and choose Add to archive… 
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Give it any name and choose tar as the Archive format: 

 
 
  



Then go to the 9800 
Administration > Management > Backup & Restore >  
change the file type to Web Auth Bundle 
and upload just that .tar file 

 
 

 
 
  



By default, the 9800 will create a folder inside the bootflash and will call it whatever you called your .tar 
file and all the files will be in that folder: 

 
 
 
  



If you have HA setup then you need to run 17.3 code (or future releases) because of this enhancement 
bug: 
CSCvr05309: copy webauth tar bundle to standby bootflash also incase of HA setup 
https://bst.cloudapps.cisco.com/bugsearch/bug/CSCvr05309 
 
To check on both HA (Active and Standby), assuming we uploaded a file called customized.tar 
9800-1#show bootflash: | s customized 
9800-1#show stby-bootflash: | s customized 
 

 
 

Note: the files that have been uploaded manually will not be 
synced to the HA Standby. 
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success.html file 
Do i need success.html file because the bundle has no such a file? 
No, you don’t need that file to make this works, but if you need that, you can simply create one and add it 
to the .tar file and upload that tar file to the 9800 eWLC. 
 
Next step: create new Parameter Map 

 
When checking “Disable Success Window” this is to disable the 9800 default success page and not the 
success.html file page “if you used it” so if you use both, the guest will see dual success pages, one from 
the 9800 “the default one” and second one is from the success.html file. 
Even if you disable all success pages (Disable Success Window and no success.html used) the mobile 
devices will see success page like below while PCs will see it for a second and will go away. 
Example from iPhone: 

 
 



 
 
 
  



If you click on the blue icon beside any page, the 9800 will try to load that and you can choose the pages 
as below 

 

 
 
  



We will use the WLAN to authenticate the guests from local 9800 guest accounts first and from ISE 
(RADIUS Server) second. 
(we don’t need to enable or configure AAA “third tab here” or add preauth ACL) 

 
 
Sample config for ISE or any RADIUS Server: 
radius server ISE 
address ipv4 x.x.x.x auth-port 1812 acct-port 1813 
timeout 5 
retransmit 3 
automate-tester username dummy probe-on 
key XXXXXXXXXXX 
exit 
aaa group server radius RADIUS-GROUP 
server name ISE 
exit 
aaa authentication dot1x ISE-Method group RADIUS-GROUP 
aaa authorization network ISE-Method group RADIUS-GROUP 
aaa accounting identity default start-stop group RADIUS-GROUP 
aaa authentication webauth default local group RADIUS-GROUP 
end 
 
Note: as you can see in the last cli command, I’m checking local users first then ISE. 
 
  



If you want to add local Guest users: 

 
  



Testing with local 9800 guest accounts: “from iPhone” 

 
 
  



Testing with guests configured within ISE: “from PC” 

 
 
 
 
 


